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Let SN be a stochastic process adapted to the filtration 3~ N and with increments X~, X 2, . .  . Set 
m, = E(X ,  [3~,_ l) and L, = m~+. - -+ m, for n I> 1. Then we call S~ a linear growth process 
(LGP) if 
(1) i z~L , , /n~ z, a.s.f.a, n~ noand 
(2) L./n--> O a.s.,as n-,oo 
for suitable /~, v, 0 > 0 and some integer no ~> 1. In the case where (2) holds uniformly on a 
subevent of probability 1, SN is called a uniform linear growth process (ULGP), and if (1) and 
(2) are satisfied with L . /n  replaced by m. in (1), then SN is called a strong linear growth process 
(SLGP). For b t> 0 and positive, continuous functions f on [0, oo) we examine the first passage times 
~'= ~'(b) = inf{n/> 1: S. > bf(n)} 
as to existence of the moments of ~" and S~ and related asymptotics. We will show that many 
results which are valid in the i.i.d, case carry over to LGP's under quite weak additional 
assumptions. In the case where S N is a SLGP and f ( -  ) - 1, we will furthermore provide uniform 
integrability of the moments of the excess over the boundary S~ - b by renewal theoretic methods. 
This yields an expansion for E~ up to terms of order 0(1),  as b -* co, when (S, - nO)n~,o constitutes 
a martingale. In the final section the results will be applied to several examples from applied 
probability. 
AMS Subject Classification: Primary 60G40; Secondary 60G45, 60K05. 
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1. Introduction 
This paper considers the first passage times 
z(b)=inf{n>>.l: S,,>bf(n)}, b>~O, (1.1) 
when f :  [0, oo) -, (0, oo) is a continuous function with f(x) = o(x), as x ~ oo, and 
SN = (S.).~o belongs to a certain class of "linear" processes. As a generalization of 
sums of i.i.d, random variables with positive mean let SN be a real-valued, integrable 
stochastic process on a probability state (0,  3~, P) with the following properties: 
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Let So -0  and ~, be the o'-field generated by So , . . . ,  S, for n >t 0. Let further 
~:~ be a filtration containing ~,  i.e. ~, = ~,  f.a. n I> 0, and m, = E(X ,  ]~,-1) for 
n i> 1 where X,  = S, - S,_~. Assume that, for some finite positive/x, u, 0 and some 
integer no >I 1, 
/~<~(ml+'"  .+m, , ) /n~,  a.s. f .a.n~>no; 
(ml+' "+m, , ) ) /n~O a.s., asn~oo.  
(A.1) 
(A.2) 
Then by the dominated convergence theorem n-~ES,~ 0, as n-~oo, and due to 
this fact let us call SN a linear growth process (LGP). In the case where (A.1) is 
sharpened to 
/z ~< m, ~< u a.s . f .a ,  n I> no, (A.I') 
S~ will be called a strong linear growth process (SLGP). Motivated by previous work 
of Chow and Robbins (1963), Chow (1966) and Gut (1974b), let us call S~ a uniform 
linear growth process (ULGP) if (A.1) and (A.2) are replaced by the stronger 
assumption 
(m I + .  • • q- m,) /n  ~ 0 a.s. uniformly on a set O' of probability 1, (A.3) 
as n ~ o0. So each ULGP as well as each SLGP is a LGP. However, a SLGP is not 
necessarily a ULGP and vice versa a ULGP is not necessarily a SLGP. Clearly, if 
X~, X2 , . . .  are i.i.d, with positive mean, then $~ is a LGP (even a SLGP and a 
ULGP). Interesting eneralizations are given when 
(a) X~, X2 , . . .  are independent with respective means m~, m2, . . ,  such that 
(ml +" • .+ m,,)/n ~ O, as n -~oo, 
or when 
(b) (S,, - nO),,~.o forms a martingale, i.e. m, = 0 a.s.f.a, n t> 1. 
Observe that in both cases SN is a ULGP, since all m, are merely constants, and 
that in ease (b) S~ is also a SLGP, since the m,'s are furthermore all equal. 
The purpose of this paper is to derive sufficient conditions for existence and 
regular asymptotic behavior, as b ~ ~,  of the moments of r(b) and S,~b). In the 
i.i.d, ease this has been done many authors, and the following result is due to Gut 
(1974a): 
If  f ( .  ) - 1, p t> 1 and 0 < 0 = EX1 < ~, then 
ET( b ) p < ~ f.a. b I> 0 iff b-PEr(b) p ~ 0 -p 
P ES,¢b)<~ f.a. b>~O iff 
as b~ 
b-PESO(b) ~ 1 as b-~ ~ iff 
itt E(X~-)P < ~;  
(1.2) 
E(X-~) p < oo, 
(1.3) 
where X~-= max(0, X1) and X~-=-min(0,  X1). We also refer to Gut's paper for 
ealier contributions concerning the i.i.d, case. More recently, first passage times 
with nonlinear boundaries have been investigated in the i.i.d, case by Woodroofe 
(1976, 1977), Lai and Siegmund (1977, 1979) et al. in the context of a nonlinear 
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renewal theory and an excellent review of these results can be found in the mono- 
graph of Woodroofe (1982). For LGP's with independent increments (case (a)) the 
moments Ez(b) p, p/> 1, and related moment convergence have been examined by 
Hatori (1959) when X1, X2, . . .  are a.s. nonnegative and f ( .  )-- 1, and by Siegmund 
(1967, 1969) for general X1, X2 , . . .  and non-decreasing, eventually concave boun- 
daries f such that f (x)  ~ xag(x), as x --> ~, where 0 ~/3 < 1 and g is slowly varying 
at infinity. However, Siegmund only considered the first two moments, i.e. the cases 
p = 1 and 2. 
The dependent case has been considered first by Chow and Robbins (1963) for 
p = 1 and f ( - )~  1, later by Chow (1966) for p = 1, 2 and f (x)  =x a, 0<~/3 < 1, and 
by Gut (1974b) for general p ~> 1 and general continuous f satisfying f (x)  = o(x), 
as x--> oo. Concerning moment convergence Gut also considered non-decreasing 
eventually concave stopping boundaries f of the form f (x)  = xt3g(x) as given above. 
All these authors assume S~ to be a ULGP, Chow and Robbins even claim that the 
m,'s are a.s. constant, i.e. m, = EX,, f.a. n/> 1. 
In Section 2 we will show that their results remain true for LGP's under consider- 
ably weaker additional assumptions. In fact, it will be seen that LGP's seem to form 
the right class to which known results from the i.i.d, case carry over without essential 
loss. As for moment convergence we will extend the class of so far considered 
boundaries to those functions f which are non-increasing eventually convex and 
satisfy f(x).-, xag(x), as x--> oo, where/3 ~< 0 and g again varies slowly at infinity. 
It turns out that these boundaries require no additional technicalities, actually the 
details are even somewhat simpler concerning existence of moments because f is 
bounded. 
If f ( .  ) -= 1 and S~ is a SLGP, then a new method is used in Section 3 in order 
to examine the excess over the boundary Rb = S~-<b)--b and to develop related 
renewal theoretic results. Although one cannot expect, in general, Rb tO possess an 
asymptotic distribution as in the i.i.d, case, it is natural to ask under which conditions 
on S~ the moments of Rb remain at least bounded, as b--} oo. Woodroofe (1982) has 
shown in the i.i.d, case (Theorem 2.4, p. 19) that i f0< EXI <~ and E(X-~) n÷~ <oo 
for p > 0, then 
Io ~t p-1 sup P(Rb > t) < oo, (1.4) dt b~0 
which particularly ields uniform integrability of R~, b ~> 0. We will show as the 
main result of Section 3 that (1.4) remains true for SLGP's under quite weak 
assumptions. For preparation we have to derive conditions under which the process 
of ladder heights S* associated with S~ (of. Woodroofe (1982, p. 18) for the definition 
in the i.i.d, case) can be defined and possesses nice properties. This procedure seems 
to be new in the case of non-i.i.d, increments. The main step towards (1.4) will be 
then that the renewal measure 
U*(.)= y. P (S*e . )  
n~O 
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is uniformly bounded on intervals of fixed length. This will be proved by constructing 
a sequence of i.i.d, random variables Z1, Z2, . . .  with positive mean and associated 
renewal measure W such that f.a. t t> 0 
U*( [O,  t ] )~  < W([O,  t ] ) .  
Note, however, that this procedure fails for general LGP's SN. Finally, in those 
cases where a Wald-type equation applies (e.g. in case (b) above) an expansion of 
the form 
Ez(b)=Ab+O(1) ,  as b-->oo, (1.5) 
yields as a simple consequence. 
The final section deals with several examples from the field of applied probability 
to which our results can be applied. 
Let us close this section with some further notations which will henceforth be 
used and two simple conditions ensuring a law of large numbers for LGP's. 
All random variables indexed by 0 are supposed to be identical 0. For n t> 1 set 
Yn=X~-m~,  M~= Y I+ ' "+ Yn, (1.6) 
Ln = ml  + • • • + mn, 
[Isup E((X:)P I 
I ln~l  n j--1 oo' 
D~= = Ilsup E((Y )Pl 
l[ n~l  n j--1 OO 
where p > 0 and [1" IIoo denotes the usual supremum norm on the space Loo(D, ~:, P). 
Note that M~ is a martingale with respect o ~:~ and that S, = M, + L, f.a. n I> 0. 
From Theorem 2.19 of Hall and Heyde (1980) we may directly conclude the 
following law of large number esult for LGP's S~: 
1.1. Lemma. Let S~ be a stochastic process atisfying (A.2), i.e. L , /  n --> 0 a.s. Assume 
that either 
P(lX.I > t) <~ cP(Z  > t) fa .  n >I 1 and t > 0, (A.4a) 
where c e (0, oo) and Z is a nonnegative integrable r.v., or 
P(I Y.I > t) <~ cP(Z  > t) f.a. n >>- 1 and t > 0. (A.4b) 
Then, as n -> o0, 
Mn/n P->O and S./n PO. (1.7) 
I f  furthermore ither (a) EZ log(1 + Z) < oo, or (b) X1, X2, .  .. are independent, then 
even a.s. convergence holds in (1.7). 
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Note that in the independent case (1.7) even holds under slightly weaker assump- 
tions (cf. Siegmund (1967, Lemma 5)). Moreover, if (A.4b) is replaced by the 
assumption that Y1, Y2,. . .  are uniformly integrable, then again (1.7) remains true 
(cf. Chow (1971)). 
2. The moments of ~'(b) and S~tb ) 
We begin with a Proposition which gives sufficient conditions for the existence 
of the moments of ,(b) and S,(b). It is more general than all related results so far 
stated in the literature (see Remark 2.2 for a more detailed discussion) although 
the required arguments are the same as those given by Siegmund (1967) and Gut 
(1974b). 
2.1. Proposition. Let S~ be a stochastic process satisfying (A.1). Then 
(a) Ez(b) < oo and ES~(b) < O0 fa.  b >i 0 provided that 
l imlln-'  ~ E(Xj l{Xj>ej}]~_l)[ [  =O f.a.e>O. 
" - '~  II j= 1 oo 
Let p > 1. Then 
(b) E{S,(b) - bf(7(b))} p < oo f.a. b >I 0 provided that 
~ <oo and ( f (n ) - f (n -1 ) ) -=O(n l /P ) ,  asn-->oo. 
(c) E~'(b) p< oo f.a. b >I 0 provided that 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
 imll up. :0 
y~oo II n~l  j= l  co 
( d ) Finally, if 
I n~>l j= l  oo 
then E~'(b) p< oo and ES~(b) < oo f.a. b >~ O. 
(A.8) 
Before presenting the proof of this proposition, some comments should be made 
upon it. 
2.2. Remarks. (a) A simple estimation shows that (A.5) particularly holds if [] mn [[oo = 
o(n),  as n --> oo, and 
lim n -~ E(Y j l{Y j>ej} I  =0 f .a.e>0. (A.5') 
n~OO j~ l  0o 
If X1, X2, . . .  are independent, so that S~ is a ULGP, then [[m~[[~=EX,=o(n) 
because of (A.3). In this special case part (a) of Proposition 2.1 has been proved 
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by Siegmund (1967). We will see that his method of proof also works in our general 
situation. Other related results on existence of Er(b) and ES,.(b) by Hatori (1959), 
Chow and Robbins (1963), Chow (1966) and Gut (1974b) all use stronger assump- 
tions on S~ and, except for Gut's paper, consider only the case f ( .  ) ~ 1 or f (x)  = x ~, 
0<~3<1.  
(b) It should be observed that (A.6) does not imply ESP(b)< oo in general. In 
fact, since S~.(b)= {S~(b)--bf('r(b))}+f(r(b)), we still have to show Ef(r(b)) p <~. 
According to part (c) of the proposition, however, this typically demands for an 
additional assumption on the negative parts of Y1, Y2, . . . .  
(c) The additional assumption on f in (A.6) excludes too wild oscillations which 
again would require a higher moment condition on z(b). We did not detail this 
case because for the most interesting examples where f is eventually concave or 
convex this condition holds even for p = oo, i.e. 
( f (n ) - f (n -1 ) ) -=O(1) ,  as n~oO. 
(d) Part (d) of the proposition has been proved by Gut (1974b) under the stronger 
assumption that SN is a ULGP and 
Ilsup E(I Yn]" I n-1) <~ Dp + Dp < oo. (A.8') 
n~l  
Proof of Proposition 2.1. ad (a): Assume first f ( - ) - -1  and fix b~>0. Henceforth we 
will always write for short r instead of "r(b). Choose some e <lz and define for 
n i> 1 ~', = z ^ n. Then r. 1' r, as n -> oo, and we infer similar to Siegmund (1967) using 
(A.1) and optional stopping 
I~Ez,,~EL~.. =ES~. <~b+EX+n<~b+eE'r,+EX,. I{X.~.>er,,}, (2.1) 
whence 
( l~-e)E ' r , ,~b+E Xjl{Xj > ej} =b+E 
j 1 
E (Xj I{Xj > ~j} [ ,~j_~) . 
j i 
(2.2) 
Assuming E% ~ oo, as n-* oo, this would imply by (A.5) 
) E E(X j l{Xj>ej I [~_ I ) =o(Ern), asn~oo,  
j 1 
yielding the contradiction 
( Iz-e)E*,  =b+o(E~. ) ,  as n-->~. 
Hence, Er = lim._,oo Ez, < oo. For general f note that f.a. e > 0 there is a K = K (e) > 0 
such that 
f (x)  <~ K + ex. 
Consequently, 
r<~ r '=  inf{n/> 1: Sn - ebn > Kb}. 
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Choosing e > 0 sufficiently small, it is easily seen that (S , -  ebn),,o also satisfies 
(A.1) and (A.5) so that E r '<  oo follows from the previous argument. 
Similar to (2.1), now with r instead of r, and for general f, we infer 
E& <<. bEf(r) + EX+~ <~ bK + beEr + eEr+ EX, I {X, > er} = O( Er) < oo, 
(2.3) 
having used again (A.5). This completes the proof of part (a). 
ad (b): Obviously, (A.6) implies (A.5) so that 27< oo. Observe that 
&. - b f ( ' r )  <~ X + + b( f ( r )  - f ( r -  1))-, (2.4) 
whence, by (A.6), 
E(&-b f ( r ) )  p <~2P(E(X+) p + E( ( f ( r ) - f ( r -1 ) ) - )  p) 
<~2P(EC~ ' E( (X f )P I~- , ) )+O(Er ) )  
<~ 29(CvET+O(ET)) < oo. (2.5) 
ad (c): A similar argument as at the end of the proof of part (a) shows that it is 
enough to consider the case where f ( .  ) =- 1. 
By (A.7) we may choose y > 0 so large that 
I,,~1 j=l ~ 2 /z. 
Define for n >i 1 
X" =/~ + Y,,I{Y,,<~y}, 
s '=xi+. . .+x' ,  
I& '=E(X"  _,), Y '=X ' -m, ,  m. 
, , y~+.  • .+  , L" =m[+. .  .+m,,  M,= Y,. 
(2.6) 
Moreover, let C~ +, C~-, D '+9 , . . . . . .  be similarly defined as C~-, C~, D~-, for S~. 
Since E( I,', I ~,_1) = 0 f.a. n I> 1, we have 
n 
y+/~>~n-lL '=l~-n- I  ~ E(Y;I{Y;> y}[~_I)>~/~-/~'=I~'>O 
j= l  
a.s.f.a, n t> 1 (2.7) 
so that S~ satisfies (A.1). Furthermore it satisfies (A.5), because X '<~y+/~ a.s., 
X ' -~  < Y~ f.a. n I> 1 and (A.7) imply 
?-4- l - -  I - -  Cp +C,  <oo and D'p ++Dp <oo. 
Thus, setting 
r' = inf{n I> 1" S" > b}, 
we obtain Er '<  oo and r~< r'. Moreover, it follows from part (b) that ES~ < oo. 
Now observe that 
'." '+  " iz'P(r '^n)P <<-L,.,,,,,<~ +(S.,^.) ) (2.8) 
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whence we still have to prove that sup~ ~ 1 ELM', ^ . [P < ~. However, a careful reading 
of the proof of Lemma 2.3 of Gut (1974b) shows that his condition D~++ D~-<oo 
may be replaced by the weaker one E3~ ÷ +/3~,-< oo. We then obtain 
EIM',^,IP<-KIE(~" ^ n), i f l<p<~2 (2.9a) 
and 
EIM',^nIP<~K2E(z' ^ n) p/2, if p>2,  (2.9b) 
where K1, K2 are positive constants only depending on p and E3~÷+/3~-. Since 
Ez '< oo, the assertion now follows if 1 <p ~< 2. If p > 2, then we may apply an 
inductive argument as given by Gut (1974b) at the end of the proof of Theorem 
2.1. We omit the details. 
ad (d): Note first that E3~-< oo implies the second part of (A.7) which together 
with /3~ < oo implies E~ "p < ~ by part (c). Since f (x)  = o(x), as x ~ ~, clearly 
Ef(z)P<oo also holds. Moreover, by (A.1), Ilmnll =O(n) as n- oo, and M= 
sup ,~ ( f (n ) - f (n -  1)) -< oo by 2.2(c). Thus we infer 
(ES~) 1/p <~ (E ( X+~ )P) '/p + ( Ef( T)P) '/p + M 
<~ (E( Y+)P)'/P + (Em~) 1/p + ( Ef(7)P) '/p + M 
<~ (£3~-ET) 1/p +O(E~'P) '/p +(Ef(z)P) 1/p + M < oo (2.10) 
having used Minkowski's inequality. This completes the proof of part (d). 
Let us now consider the asymptotic behavior of the moments of z(b) and S,(b) 
as b becomes large. We will assume that SN is a LGP satisfying the strong law of 
large numbers, i.e. according to (A.2) 
n-lS,,--)O a.s., asn~oo.  (2.11) 
Recall Lemma 1.1 for sufficient conditions ensuring (2.11). In order to have regular 
asymptotic behavior at all, we have to restrict he class of admissible boundaries f. 
Here we will assume that f is either non-decreasing and eventually concave or 
non-increasing and eventually convex and that 
f (x )~xag(x) ,  as x~oo, (2.12) 
where fl < 1 and g is a slowly varying function. Let us denote by ~ the class of all 
such boundaries. 
Similar to Lemma 4 of Siegmund (1967) we infer from (2.11) and (2.12) 
h - l z (b ) -~ l  a.s. and f (A) - l f ( ' r (b) )~l  a.s., asb-~oo, (2.13) 
where h = h(b) is a solution of the equation 
0A = bf(X). (2.14) 
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Note that ;t is unique f.a. sufficiently large b and that ;t ~ oo, as b ~ oo. Our result 
is the following theorem: 
2.3. Theorem. Let SN be a LGP satisfying the strong law of large numbers, i.e. (2.11), 
let f ~ ~ and A as given by (2.14). Suppose further that II m, -- o(n), as  n ~. 
(a) I f  (A.5') holds, then A-~E~'(b)~ 1 and (OA)-~ES~(b)~ 1, as b~oo. 
Let p > 1. 
(b) / f  (A.7) holds, then A-PEr(b) p ~ 1, as b -~ oo. 
(c) / f  (A.6) holds and, in the case tip >t 1, (A.7) holds for some q> tip, then 
( OA )-t'ES~(b) -~ 1, as b--,oo. 
(d) Finally, if (A.8) holds, then A-PE~'(b)P-~ 1 and (OA )-PES~(b) ~ I, as b-~oo. 
Again some comments hould be made before presenting the proof. 
2.4. Remarks. (a) The first assertion of part (a) of Theorem 2.3 has been proved 
by Siegmund (1967) when SN has independent increments and f is non-decreasing 
and eventually concave. He also provided conditions under which (2.11) can be 
dropped, but we did not try this in the general situation as the gain of generality 
appeared too small compared to the much more tedious calculations which would 
have been involved. 
(b) The class of LGP's SN satisfying [Im, [Ioo = o(n), as n ~ oo, contains the subclass 
of ULGP's as well as the subclass of SLGP's. However, apart from having enlarged 
the class of admissible processes, Theorem 2.3 rather shows that the uniformity 
assumption in (A.3) being the crucual one for ULGP's is actually unessential for 
regular behavior of the moments of z(b) and S~(b~. We note this because we find 
it hardly possible to check such a uniformity in most relevant cases. 
(c) Part (d) of Theorem 2.3 as part (d) of Proposition 2.1. is a direct analogue 
of a corresponding result of Gut (1974b) for ULGP's and non-decreasing and 
eventually concave boundaries f~  ~. However, again we have replaced his assump- 
tion D~ + D~ < oo by the weaker one (A.8). All other elated contributions by Hatori 
(1959), Chow and Robbins (1963) and Chow (1966) have used considerably stronger 
assumptions on SN. 
Proof  o f  Theorem 2.3. ad (a)" (i) Suppose first f ( .  ) -= 1 and again write z for z(b). 
Observe that here A = b~ O. Define, for n >I 1, 
_x. = Y .+~,  _s. = _x l+- -  .+_x .  = M.+n~ 
and, for b >I 0, 
_¢ = _¢(b) = in f (n  I> no" _S. > b}. 
Because of (A.1) S, >I _S, f.a. n I> no so that ~<~_¢. _SN is a ULGP and a SLGP, and 
it satisfies (A.5), since SN satisfies (A.5'). Thus we infer E_¢<oo from part (a) of 
Proposition 2.1 applied to _SN. Next observe that 
n-iS, =/z+n-~(S , -L , ) -~f t  a.s. and b-~_¢-~p -~ a.s. 
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Hence by Fatou's lemma 
lim inf b - lE !  >//x 
b---~ oo 
-1  
For the converse inequality apply the monotone convergence theorem to (2.2) 
(clearly with _r instead of r) in the proof of Proposition 2.1(a) to obtain f.a. e < tz 
(ix-e)E_r<~b+ E E(_Xsl{_Xs> ej}l,~_l) . 
j 1 
(2.15) 
Choosing some sufficiently large rn I> 1 and using (A.5) for $~, one can easily see 
by splitting up the range of summation into 1 through m and m + 1 through _r that 
E( ~ E(Xjl{Xj> ej}I,~_I)) <~O(1)+eE!, 
j= l  
(2.16) 
whence 
(tz-2e)Er_ <~b+O(1). 
This yields the desired inequality lim supb-,~ b-~Er_<~ lz-1 for e </x was arbitrarily 
chosen. 
Now a generalization of Schettr's lemma (see G/inssler and Stute (1977, Lemma 
1.6.11)) shows that b-l_r-->/~ -1 a.s. together with b-~E!-->tz -1, as b-->~, implies 
EIb-~r_ - tz-ll--> 0, as b--> ~,  so that in particular b-l_r, b t> bo is uniformly integrable 
(u.i.) for some bo>0. Consequently, b- lr ,  b~ > b0 is u.i. and the first assertion of 
Theorem 2.3(a) follows from (2.13). 
(ii) Now let fe  ~ be non-decreasing and eventually concave. W.l.o.g. we may 
assume that f is concave on its whole domain. Define 
h(x )= hb(X)= 13(A)x +(1-- /3( I ) )A 
where/3(A) = )tf '(A)/f(A) andf '  is the fight derivative off. Then/3 ()t) -+/3, as b --> m, 
and bf(. ) <~ h(. ) f.a. b/> 0 (cf. Siegmund (1967, Lemma 4) and Gut (1974a, Lemma 
3.1 )). Therefore 
f{ S"-fl--(A)n> X}. 
r~<r*=in f{n~>l :S ,>h(n)}=in  n~>l: i - - /3(h) 
With slight modifications one may prove as in (i) that lim supb_,~ A-1Er*<~ 1 so 
that lim supb-.~ A- lE t  <~ 1. 
The converse inequality again follows from Fatou's lemma. 
(iii) Finally, assume fe  ~ to be non-increasing and w.l.o.g, convex. Let 
r '=inf{n >~ A: S, > h}. 
Because of the convexity of f one can easily see that 
T ~ "/" V A =T ' .  
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Repeating the proof of part (i), now with z' instead of _z, one may easily verify that 
A-~z', b ~> bo is also u.i. for some bo> 0 implying u.i. of b-lz, b >I bo because of the 
previous inquality. This together with (2.13) yields the desired result. 
(iv) Since f (x )=o(x) ,  as x-->oo, and (2.12) holds, we infer from u.i. of A-~ ", 
b >1 bo> 0 that f(h)-~f(~), b >/bo is also u.i. whence by (2.13) 
f(A)-aEf(~')--> 1, as b->oo. (2.17) 
Now $, > bf(¢), (2.10) with p = 1 and (2.13) imply f.a. e > 0 
f (A) - 'E f (z )  < (OA)-'ES~, <~ (OA)-IEX+~ +f(A)- 'Ef( 'r)+(OA ) - 'M  
<~ (OA)-'(eE'r+ EX+ l{X + > eT"}) +f(A )- 'Ef(z)  + o(1) 
<~ (OA )-'(eE'r+o(E"r))+ f(A )-1 El('/') + 0(1) 
where we have used (A.5) for the last inquality. So we obtain from A-~Ez-> 1 
and (2.17) 
1 ~< lim inf ( 0A ) - ~ ES~. <- lim sup ( 0A )- 1 ES., <~ 0 + 1 
b~oo b~oo 
yielding the desired result since e was arbitrary. 
ad (b): Fatou's lemma yields lira infb-.oo A-'E~ "p I> 1. For the converse inequality 
it suffices to consider the case f ( .  ) ---- 1 for a generalization to all fe  ~ can be carried 
out as in (ii) and (iii) of part (a). Moreover, because of (2.13) it is enough to show 
that b-Vz p, b I> bo is u.i. for some bo > 0. 
Let _Xn, _Sn, Z,. . .  be defined as in (i) of part (a) and X ' ,  S',, ¢ , . . .  as in the proof 
of Proposition 2.1(c), however, with y > 0 so large that f.a. n >I 1 and some arbitrary 
e>0 
n-*L" >>- #-e  a.s [(A.7)I]. 
Then S'<~S_,,<~S,, f.a. n~>l and z~<_c~<r' f.a. b~0.  Since b-~_¢-* # -~ a.s. as noted 
in (i) of part (a), Fatou's lemma yields lira infb_~oo b-PEt_ p >I i.~-P. We show now the 
converse inequality by proving 
lim sup b-VEz  'p <~ (tz - e)  -p 
b--~ cx3 
which is obviously enough since e can be made arbitrarily small. The following 
facts on S~ and 7' from the proof of Proposition 2.1(c) should be recalled: 
t~  + + t~,- < ~,  E~ -'p < oo and (2.9a, b). 
Furthermore E¢'= O(b), as b-* oo, may easily be shown so that (2.9a) provides in 
the case 1 < p <~ 2 
sup E[M' ,^, , IP<~KIE~ ' '= O(b) ,  as b~oo.  (2.18a) 
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If p > 2, then (2.9b) and an inductive argument similar to that in the proof of 
Proposition 2.1 (c) yield 
sup EIM',^n] p ~ K2E~ 'p/2 = O(bp/2), as b ~ co. (2.18b) 
n~l  
Now observe that 
(l~-e)(~" ^n)-.~L~,^.=S~,^ -M. ,^~-.~b+XT+IM~,^.]  
whence using (2.18a, b), C~+ < co and Minkowski's inequality 
(/~ - e)(E(~'  ^ n)P) ~/p ~ b+(E(XT)P)  ~/p 
1 1 <<-b+(C~+Er')I/P+O(b'), r :=-v~ 
P 
<~b+O(b') 
f.a. n/> 1. Taking first the limit n --> co and then b --> co, we obtain the desired result, 
i.e. lira SUpb-,~ b-PE~ ''p <<- (p. - e) -p. 
ad (c): Let q = 1 if tip < 1 and q > tip such that (A.7) holds for this q otherwise. 
Then we infer 
(bf(A))-PbPf(r)P=f(A)-Pf(~')P~(~'/A)aPg(A)-Pg(7")P<~K(~'/A)q (2.19) 
for some suitable K > 0 and all b i> 0. Furthermore u.i. of h-q~'q, b ~> bo follows from 
(2.13) and part (a) if q = 1 and from (A.7) otherwise. Consequently, (2.19) implies 
u.i. of ( OA )-PbPf(~) p= (bf(A ))-PbPf(7) p, b >= bo and then together with (2.13) 
(OA )-PbPEf(~) p--> 1, asb-->co. (2.20) 
Combining (2.20), (~p<~co and Ez=O(b) ,  as b->co, the assertion may now be 
proved as in part (a) for p = 1. We omit the details. 
ad (d): Here it suffices to note that the assertions easily follow using part (d) of 
Proposition 2.1 and the previous parts of this theorem. As no further argument is 
required, we omit the details. 
3. On the excess over the boundary, ladder variables and renewal theory 
The final section deals with the properties of the excess over the boundary in 
case of f ( -  ) -= 1, i.e. with the random variables 
R b = S~(b)-  b, b >I O. (3.1) 
Our principal question is under which conditions on SN the moments of R b remain 
bounded as b becomes large. 
Besides f ( .  ) -1  we make the following standing assumption: S~ is a SLGP 
(w.l.o.g. let no = 1 in (A.I')) satisfying 
1 - F(t ) := ]]sup P(X,, > t] ~,-1)l]oo <~ cP(Z > t} (a.9) 
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f.a. t > 0, some finite positive c and a nonnegative integrable r.v.Z. The definition 
of Z possibly requires an enlargement of the underlying probability space. We have 
chosen this formulation instead of the equivalent one 
o°(1 -F ( t ) l  dt < oo (A.9') 
for later ease of exposition. 
Note that (A.9) implies C~- < oo, and thus Ci- < oo by (A.I'). Conversely, C~- < oo 
for some p > 1 yields, f.a. t > 0, 
1-  F( t) <<. l v ( t-PC-~) 
which is integrable on (0, oo) with respect o the Lebesgue measure so that (A.9) 
follows. 
It is well known in the i.i.d, case that the behavior of Rb is closely related to that 
of the process of ladder heights which are defined as follows: 
oro*-O, So*- o, ~,* = or* = ~(0), x*~=s*,=S,<o), (3.2) 
and recursively for n/> 2, 
z*=inf{j>~l: So,,_,+j-S,,,_ >O}, o-*=or*~_~+~-*=¢*+. . .+z*~ 
x*  = s~: -  s=._,, s* = s*_, + x*  = x*  +. - .  + x* .  
Moreover, let 3~, = 3~, be the pre-or*-or-field f.a. n/> 0 so that S* is adapted to 3~. 
or* is called the sequence of ladder epochs associated with S~, S* the process of 
ladder heights. Note that we have used in (3.2) without justification that all the ~'* 
are a.s. finite. However, we may easily infer from (A.9) that (A.5) holds so that 
Ez(b) <~ f.a. b i> 0 and, in particular, lim sup,_,oo Sn = oo, by Proposition 2.1(a). 
In the i.i.d, case it is known that the bivariate process (or*, S*) is the sum process 
of again i.i.d, random variables, namely (z*, X*), (~-*, X* ) , . . .  In Proposition 3.2 
we will show a somewhat similar correspondence for SLGP's SN satisfying (A.9) 
by proving that S* also satisfies (A.I') and (A.9) and that ~'*, 72",... have uniformly 
bounded conditional means given the past, i.e. 
Ilsup E(~*l ~-L,) Iloo < ~.  
The relation between Rb and S* is elucidated by the fact that 
where 
:g 
Rb = S +(b)- b 
~(b) = inf{n t> 1: S*> b}. 
Now observe that f.a. b I> 0 and t > 0 
P{Rb> t}= E e{S*_,<~b,S*> b+t} 
= ft P(X*>b+t -x lS*_~=x)P{S*_~edx}.  
n~l 0,b] 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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Provided that S* also satisfies (A.9) for some constant c* and a nonnegative 
integrable r.v. Z*, (3.4) further yields 
P{Rb > t} ~ c* ~ f P{Z* > b + t - x}P{S* ~ dx} 
n>~O d[O, b] 
=c*f  P{Z*>b+t-x}U*(dx)=h,  U*(b) (3.5) 
.J[ 0,b] 
where U*(')=Y~,~>o P{S*e .} denotes the renewal measure associated with S*, 
h(y)= ht(y)=c*P{Z*> t+y} f.a. y~>0 and t~>0, and * denotes ordinary convo- 
lution. Thus providing a bound for P{Rb > t} leads to renewal theoretic onsidera- 
tions with U* as a central object of interest. We will show in Theorem 3.3 that 
renewal measures of SLGP's with nonnegative increments atisfying (A.9) are 
uniformly bounded on intervals of fixed length and that a weak form of the key 
renewal theorem holds. This will enable us to give a sufficient condition for u.i. of 
R g, b t> 0 f.a. p > 0 in Theorem 3.4. 
Let us begin with an elementary consistency lemma for SLGP's. For any a.s. finite 
stopping time ~ with respect o ~N we set 
S,.~ = S,7+N- S,. (3.6) 
3.1. Lemma. I f  S~ is a SLGP and ~7 is any a.s. finite stopping time with respect o 
~;~, then Sn,~ is again a SLGP and we may choose the same constants tz, v, 0 in 
(A.I') and (A.2). I f  furthermore (A.9) holds for SN, then it also holds for S,7, ~ with 
the same constant c and r.v. Z. 
Proof. The assertions are easily proved by observing that f.a. n I> 1, 
E(Xn+, l~,+, -0  = E l{7/=j}mj+, a.s. 
j~0  
(cf. Neveu (1975, p. 21)). We do not give the details. 
The following proposition examines the properties of the process of ladder heights 
S* and the associated sequence of ladder epochs tr*, tr2*, . . . .  
3.2. Proposition. Let S~ be a SLGP satisfying (A.9). Then S* also satisfies (A.I') 
and (A.9) with respect o ~'~N. Furthermore 
Ilsup [ *-0ll  < oo. (3.7) 
n~>l 
Proof. We already mentioned that (A.9) implies (A.5) in Proposition 2.1. Actually 
we even have for any a.s. finite stopping time 77 and all e > 0 
I[E(X,~+jl{X,+j> ej}l~;,+,,_~)lloo<~cEZl{Z> ej}~O, asj~oo,  (3.8) 
since EZ < oo. 
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Now consider S~ = S~.*N for some arbitrary n/> 0. By Lemma 3.1, S~ is a SLGP 
satisfying (A.9). Moreover 
~'*+1 = inf{n >I 1: S" > 0}. 
Thus, repeating the proof of Proposition 2.1(a) and using the resulting inequality 
(2.15) (see the proof of Theorem 2.3(a)(i)) but now with E( .  [ ~r~,) instead of E( .  ), 
we conclude from (3.8) (compare (2.16)): 
(tx-2e)E(1"*+llg~.)~ K 
f.a. e < ~ and some positive K which can be chosen independent of n. This 
proves (3.7). 
In order to verify (A.I') for S* we must consider E(X*  I ~'~._~) for n/> 1. We infer 
from (A.I') for S~ 
E 1{o'*_,= i}E(S,,~:I~,) 
i~>0 
J 
EEE 
i~Oj>~l k=l  
l{orn*-i = i}E(l{~'*. =j}X~+k[~:~) 
Y~ Y~ l{cr*_,=i}E(l{z*>>-k}Xi+kl3~) 
i>~O k~ l 
~ l{cr*_,=i}E(lI~*~k}m,+kl~i) 
i~O k~l  
<~ vE(~'*l~_O a.s. 
resp. i> ~E(z* I~_ , )  a.s. (3.9) 
implying (A.I') for S* because of (3.7). Note, however, that here the bounding 
constants may differ from those for S~ as (3.9) shows. A similar calculation as in 
(3.9), now for 
P(X*>tl~"~._,), n>~l and t>0, 
provides that also (A.9) holds for S*. It turns out that one may take the same 
r.v. Z and that one may choose cllsup. , E(z* I instead of c. This completes 
the proof. 
We are now able to present our first principal result of this section, namely a 
Blackwell-type renewal theorem for the renewal measure U* associated with S*. 
Let ~ denote the class of all nonnegative, right continuous, non-increasing and 
Lebesgue-integrable functions defined on [0, co). 
3.3. Theorem. Let S~ be a stochastic process with nonnegative increments X~, X2, . . .  
and renewal measure U. Suppose that (A.I') and (A.9) are satisfied. The U(B) is 
finite for all bounded measurable subsets B of R. Moreover, there is a constant M > 0 
such that, for all a, x >1 O, 
U([a, a+ x] )~ < M(1 + x). (3.10) 
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Finally, for all h e. ~, 
( Iv o O~l imsuph*  U(a)<~M h(O)+ h(x)dx . (3.11) 
Proof. For the proof of (3.10) which particularly implies U(B)< co f.a. bounded 
Borel sets B we will use an argument of Athreya, Ney and McDonald (1978): Define 
for a~>0 
Ta =inf{n~ l: Sn ~ [a, a+ l]}, 
and for Borel sets B 
N(B)= E I{S~B}.  
n~0 
Obviously, 
No=N([a,a+ll)={O~r ° l{S~ e ta, a+l])) ,  
Consequently, since [a - St., a + 1 - Sro] c [-1,  1] 
P{N..>~k}=P I ~ l{S.e[a,a+l]}~k, Ta<oo} 
kn~Ta 
j~ l  j 
if Ta <co, 
ifT~ =co. 
~" f P(Sj'k<~II~)dP' (3.12) 
j~ l  {Ta =j} 
where for the last inequality we have used that Ss is a.s. increasing. The next step 
will be to show a converse inequality for the conditional distributions of X~, X2, . . .  
to that given in (A.9), namely 
Ilsup P(X. <<.tl~._~)ll~<<-P{Y<~t} f.a. t>0 (3.13) 
n~l  
where Y is some nonnegative r.v. with finite positive xpectation. By (A.I') and 
(A.9) there is a to> 0 such that 
inf E(X,,I{Xn ~< to}l~n-x)>/~/2 a.s. 
This implies 
inf P(Xn > 01 ~,,-1) ~ > inf P(0 < Xn ~< tol ~n-1) 
n~l  n~l  
to ~ inf E(X,,I{X,, <~ to}l :~.-~) > 
and therefore for some e > 0 and all 0 < t <~ e, 
/z 
>0 a.s. 
2to 
p, 
inf P(X. > t I ~r,,_l) ~ > inf P(t <X.  ~< to[ :~.-1) > 
n~l  n~l  4to 
a.s. 
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Now define for t I> 0 the non-decreasing, right continuous function G(t) to be the 
left hand expression in (3.13). For t<0 set G( t )=0.  Then G clearly defines a 
probability measure on [0, oo) and, as just proved, it is not concentrated atthe origin 
since G(to)<~ 1-/~/(4to). Consequently, defining a r.v. Y with distribution G, we 
obtain O<EY<~EXI<oo as well as (3.13) with equality holding. 
Now let Qj, k : ~O X ~ -~ [0 ,  1 ] be a regular conditional distribution of Sj, k given 
f.a. j I> 0 and k i> 1. Here ~ denotes the Borel-tr-field on R. Let us further write for 
short Qj, k(tO, t) instead of Qj, k(tO, (--oo, t]). We assert hat f.a. t I> 0 and j I> 0, 
P($j,k <~ tl ~)  = Qj, k( ' ,  t) <~ P( Wk <~ t) a.s. (3.14) 
where Y1, Y2,..- are i.i.d, copies of Y with sum process W~ being independent of 
~N. For the proof we use induction over k I> 1: 
If k = 1 then we infer from (3.13) 
P(Sj, I<~tI~)= P(Xj+I <~tIo~)<~ P{Y1<~t) a.s. 
Supposing (3.14) for Qj, k( ' ,  t), we obtain further 
Qj, k+I( ", t) = E( P(Xj+k+I <<- t -  Sj, k I I <- E( P{ Yk+l <<- t-- sjA I 
=f[o,,] Qj, k( ' ,  t-- y)P{ Yk+l E dy} <~ P{ Wk+l<~ t} a.s. 
where again we have used (3.13) and furthermore the independence of Yk+~ and Sj, k. 
If U' denotes the renewal measure associated with WN, then U'(B) is finite for 
all bounded Borel sets B since EY> O. Since by (3.14) 
P{N,,>>-k}<<-P{Wk<~I} f.a. k~>O (3.15) 
yields in (3.12), we infer that N,,, a >>-- 0 is u.i. In particular, 
U([a, a+ 1])= EN,, <~ U'([0, 1])=: M, 
and (3.10) follows from the fact that each interval of length can be covered by 
1 + Ix] disjoint intervals of unit length. 
For the proof of (3.11) let h ~ ~ and write 
h* U(a) = Ito,,l h(a -x )U(dx)=h(a)U( [O 'a ] )+ I to , , l  U ( [a -x ,  a l )H(dx)  
where we have used Fubini's theorem and H denotes the measure defined by 
H((x, y]) = h(x) - h(y), 0 <~ x < y < oo. Note that 
xH(dx)  = h(x) dx. 
0,oo) 
Now we conclude from (3.10) and the fact that ah(a)--> 0 as a--> oo 
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lim sup,_..o h * U(a)~<limsup,~..o~ M( l+a)h(a)+M Ito.,q ( l+x)H(dx)  
= M lim,_.~sup (h(0) - h(a)) + Ito,ol xH(dx) 
=M(h(O)+ foh(X)dx  ), 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2 the process of ladder heights S* associated with SN again 
satisfies (A. 1') and (A.9), and its proof has shown that we may take the same random 
variable Z and the constant 
c* -- c l lsup 
r t~ l  
Therefore Theorem 3.3 provides that the renewal measure U* associated with S* 
is uniformly bounded on intervals of constant length, in particular 
U*([£ j  + 1])--- < M* 
f.a. j I> 0 and some finite positive M*. Now we may infer from (3.5), with Z*  = Z, 
<~ c* f P{Z > b + t - x} U*(dx) P{Rb > t} 
Jt 0,b] 
<~c* ~, P{Z>b+t- j -1}U*( [ j , j+ I ] )  
O~j~[b] 
I " P{Z <- c 'M* ~, P{Z > b + t - j  - 1} ~< c'M* > x} dx j~O t--2 
f.a. b >t 0 and t > 0. Now the assertion follows from the fact that EZ p+~ < co implies 
integrability of 
¢-1 P{Z > x} dx 
t--2 
with respect o the Lebesgue measure on [0, oo). 
holds. 
i.e. (3.11). 
We are now able to prove the desired uniform integrability result on R~, b I> 0 
f.a. p>0.  
3.4. Theorem. Let SN be a SLGP satisfying (A.9). If, for some p > O, EZP+~ < oc, 
where Z is as given in (A.9), then R~, b >- 0 are u.i. In fact, even 
Io ~¢ -1 sup P{Rb t} (3.16) > dt < oo b~0 
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Note that Theorem 3.4 has been provided by Woodroofe (1982) in the i.i.d, case. 
We close this section with a simple conclusion from the previous theorem in the 
case where (S , -  nO),~o constitutes a martingale. 
3.5. Corollary. Let (S, - nO),~o be a martingale for some 0 > 0 such that S~ satisfies 
(A.9) with EZ 2 < oo. Then 
E~'(b)= 0-1b+O(1), as b~oo. (3.17) 
Proof. Clearly, S~ constitutes a SLGP. Hence Rb, b >10 is u.i. by the previous 
theorem. Moreover, the optional sampling theorem yields 
OEr(b) = ES~.(b)= b+ERb = b+O(1), as b--) oo. 
This completes the proof. 
So we have obtained a similar expansion for Er(b) as in the i.i.d, case, and one 
may hope to have such expansions also when considering nonlinear boundaries f.
In fact, uniform integrability of the excess may be derived in this case by combining 
the ideas of this section with those which have been developed in the context of 
nonlinear enewal theory by Lai and Siegmund (1977, 1979) et al. However, the 
details seem to be much more complicated and have not been presented here. We 
refer to a future publication. 
4. Examples and concluding remarks 
LGP's can be found ih many fields of applied probability like queueing theory, 
branching processes or population growth models. Even when the originally 
observed process does not show linear behavior, itmay sometimes be handled within 
our concept after a suitable transformation. This will be seen, for instance, in 4.3. 
Beside sums of i.i.d, random variables themselves LGP's often arise as certain 
derivatives of such sums where independence or stationarity of the increments i
lost. In the following we will discuss ome typical examples which should illustrate 
the usefulness of our concept. Computational details are sometimes omitted, 
especially, when they are technical and lengthy. 
4. I. Maxima and minima of multidimensional r ndom walks 
For r~>2 consider a sequence of i.i.d, r-dimensional random vectors Z1 = 
(ZI~,.. . ,Z~,),  Z2=(Z2~,. . . ,Z2,) , . . .  with finite positive mean vector A= 
(A~,. . . ,  At), i.e. Aie (0, o0) f.a. 1 <~ i <~ r. W.l.o.g. suppose AI/>- • •/> A,. Note that 
nothing is assumed about the dependence structure of the components of Z1. Let 
W~ be the associated r-dimensional random walk given by 
Wo---O and W,=(W,~, . . . ,  Wnr)=Zl-[-'" "-[-Z r fo rn~l ,  
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and let ~= (o-(W1,.. . ,  W,)),~0. Define 
So-0  and S,=max(W,1, . . . ,W,r)  forn~>l.  
Since f.a. n I> 0, 
m.+,= E(X.+,[,.~.)= Z Zn+Livmax(gn+Lj+(Wnj -  Wni) , j# i) 
i=1  
(4.1) 
x I{W.I<~ ' '  -<~ W..~_, < W.i=max(W.i , . . . ,  W.~)} a.s.; 
(4.2) 
it follows that 
Ar<~m,+l<~E max(Zlx,...,Zlr)<~A~+ '' .+Ar a.s.f.a, n~>0, (4.3) 
so that SN satisfies (A.I'). Kolmogorov's SLLN yields further that, as n ~ oo, 
n-IS, = max(n -1W,a , . . . ,  n -1Wnr) --> max(A; , . . . ,  A )  = A 1 a.s., 
and one may easily verify (A.4a) with c = r and Z = Iz , , I  + .  • • + Iz ,  rl. Thus ,  provided 
EIZI,I log(1 + I z , , I )  < ~ f.a. 1 ~< i ~< r, we infer (A.2) from Theorem 2.19 of Hall and 
Heyde (1980). In particular, SN constitutes a SLGP. If we now consider the first 
passage times 
z(b)=inf{n>~l:S.>b}, b>~O, 
then part (a) of Theorem 2.3 yields 
b-IEz(b)~A-~ 1, as b~oo, (4.4) 
where checking of the assumptions of the theorem is omitted. If 
E min(Z~, . . . ,  Zar)> 0, then one may show in the same manner that 
S~-0 ,  S '=min(W,1 , . . . ,W, r ) ,  n>~l, (4.5) 
is a SLGP, and that r'(b)= inf{n t> 1: S' ,> b}, b I>0, satisfy 
b-lE~"(b)~A-~ 1, as b~oo, (4.6) 
provided again EIZIi[ log(1 +[Zli[) <~ f.a. 1 <~ i<~ r. 
4.2. The embedded Markov chain of an M/D/1-queue 
In an M/D/ l -queue,  where customers arrive at a single counter according to a 
homogenous Poisson process and the service time for each customer is fixed, say 
one unit of time, one may register the queue length only at the departure pochs 
of the customers just having completed service (cf. e.g. Heyman and Sobel (1982, 
p. 211ff)). The resulting process $~, where S, gives the number of waiting customers 
when the n-th one leaves the system, constitutes a Markov chain with stationary 
transition probabilities and satisfies the recursive relation 
S.+I=(S.-1)++T.+, f.a. n~>0, (4.7) 
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where /'1, T2,. . .  are i.i.d. Poisson variables with some positive mean A. Suppose 
So--0 and A > 1, in which case the Markov chain is transient. Then it is easily seen 
that 
X.=(T.-1) I{S._,>~I}+T.I{S._ I=O} f.a. n~>l, (4.8) 
and furthermore 
m.=E(X .  IS._,)=A--I+I{S~_,=O}e[A--1, A] a.s. (4.9) 
where we have used the independence of Tn and S,_~. Consequently, SN satisfies 
(A.I'). Since 
n+l 
S~+I>~S~+(T~+,-1) >" E (T j -1 )=:  Un+,, 
j= l  
(4.10) 
and ET~ - 1 = A - 1 > O, we infer 
E P{Sn=O} <<- E P{U~=O}<oo 
n>~l n~l 
(4.11) 
(cf. e.g. Woodroofe (1982, Corollary 2.5)). Combining (4.9) and (4.11) yields (A.2) 
with 0 = A-  1 whence S~ is a SLGP. 
Now let us again consider the first passage times z (b )= inf{n >I 1: Sn > b}. 
If there were a waiting room admitting for at most b customers, then ~'(b) would 
give the time until the room had to be closed reduced by the times where the teller 
is idle. Because of the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, one can 
easily see that these cumulated idle periods up to time n are given by 
Rn = ~ Zjl{Sj_~=0}, 
j=l 
where Zj is exponentially distributed with mean 1/A and independent of Sj_~. 
Consequently, z(b)+/L<b) gives the actual time up to first closure of the waiting 
room. Since 
E1L<b)<~ER~= ~, EZjl{Sj_I=O}=A -~ ~ P{Sj=O}, 
j~ l  j~O 
(4.12) 
for large b, the idle periods are negligible in the transient case. It is readily seen 
that all assumptions ofTheorem 2.3 are valid here, because T1, T2, • • • have moments 
of arbitrary order. Thus we infer, f.a. p t> 1, 
b-PE'r(b) p ~ (A - 1) -p, as b -~ oo. (4.13) 
In fact, a careful ook at (4.8), (4.9) and (4.12) should show that even 
Ez (b)=(a -1) - lb+O(1) ,  as b-->m, (4.13) 
holds using the results of Section 3. We omit the details. 
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4.3. A population growth model with immigration 
The following (continuous time) population growth model, which naturally arises 
in the study of biological reproduction, can e.g. be found in Karlin and Taylor 
(1975, p. 137ff): Let (Z,),~.o be a birth and death process on N, describing the 
evolution of a population size, with Zo--- z I> 0, birth rates a.  = an + a and death 
rates /3. = fin, n >I O, where a, /3 and a are all positive. Thus, if n is the current 
population size, then the average infinitesimal rates of increase and decrease in a 
small time interval are (an + a) t + o(t) and/3nt + o(t), resp. The factor an represents 
the natural growth of the population owing to its current size while the factor a 
may be interpreted as the infinitesimal rate of increase due to immigration. The 
transition probabilities of (Z,),~.o will be denoted by Po(t) where i, j I> 0 and t> 0. 
Furthermore let ~:t = o'(Zs ; s ~< t). 
Karlin and McGregor (1957) showed that there is a system of polynomials 
{Qj(x) ; j  >1 0} defined through the recursive relations 
Qo(x) =-- 1, -xQo(x)=- (ao+ /3o)Qo(X)+ aoQl(X) and 
-xQ,,(x)=/3,,Q,,_ l (X)-(a,+/3, ,)Q,,(x)+a,Q,,+l(x) fo rn~ > 1, (4.14) 
which is closely related to (Zt)t~,o and satisfies particularly 
y~ P#(t)Qj(x)<oo f.a. i>~0, t>0andxaR.  (4.15) 
j~O 
It is obvious from (4.14) that Qj(x) > 0 and Qj+a(x) - Qj(x) > 0 f.a. j I> 0 and x < 0. 
Hence, setting qo(x) =- 1 and tb(x)= Qj(x)/Qj_l(x) for j~> 1, (4.14) becomes, for 
x<0,  
qo(X) =- 1, aoq~(x) = ao+/3o- x and, for n 1> 1, 
a , ,q , ,+~(x)=(an+/3 . -x ) - /3n /q , , (x )=(an-x )+/3 . (1 -1 /q , (x ) ) .  (4.16) 
Letting k I> 1 be an arbitrary integer, we then infer with £ = k2k(a + a) f.a. j I> 1 by 
induction 
q j+ l ( - -X )  ---- 1 +/3j(1 - 1/od(-~)) / % + k2k(a + a)/aj  >~ 1 + 
k2kt> (~.1)  k 
J 
so that 
Qj+I ( -~)  = qo(-X) " . . . " tb+l(-X) ~ (J + 1)k. 
This yields together with (4.15) f.a. i~>0 and k>~ 1, 
Mik(t)=E(Z~+,lZs=i)= Y~ jkpu(t)<oo, s~>0, t>0.  (4.17) 
j~ l  
By exploiting the forward differential equations for {Po(t)} one can further derive 
(compare Karlin and Taylor (1975)) 
M~l( t )=(a - f l )M i l ( t )+a  and 
M~2(t) = 2(a - fl)M,2(t) + (a + fl + 2a)M,1 (t) + a, (4.18) 
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where the prime denotes differentiation with respect o t. Setting 3, = a - /3 ,  8 = 
a+/3+2a, c=8/3, and d=c(a+l)/23,=8(a+1)/23,  and solving for these 
differential equations yields (M~I(0)= i, M~2(0)= i2). 
[ at+ i, if 3' = 0, 
M'~(t)=l~(e"- l )+ie ' t ,  i f3"~0, 
and (4.19) 
aSt2/2 + (a + i8) t + i2, if y = 0, 
Mi2(t)=[(i2+ci+d)e2"a-cMil(t)-d, if y#0.  
Therefore the mean populat ion size increases unboundedly if a I>/3. Let us first 
look at the case a =/3. Then (Zt)t~,o may be viewed as the continuous time analogue 
of a SLGP because by the Markov property and (4.19) 
E(Zs+,-Zsl~;s) =E(Zs+t-ZslZ~)=at a.s.f.a, s~>0and t>0.  
Moreover, (Zt-  at -  z)t~o constitutes a zero-mean martingale and it has only jumps 
of size + 1, since (Zt)~,o is a birth and death process. Applying the optional sampling 
theorem to the first passage time ~'(b) = inf{t I> 0: Zt > b} yields now 
E1"(b)=a-~(b+l+z) fo rbeN (Z~b)=b+l ) .  (4.20) 
If (Z,)t~o is observed only at discrete time points 0, e, 2e , . . . ,  say, then we are 
dealing with Z,N which is a discrete time Markov chain with transition matrix 
(Pu(e))i,j~o and furthermore a SLGP. Unfortunately, Z~N is no longer a birth and 
death process and its jumps are no longer bounded. In fact, the situation appears 
to be even more uncomfortable when observing that the conditional variances of 
the increments are unbounded because by (4.19) 
= i )= Mi2(e)- Mi,(e) 2 
=e2(a+/3)/2+e(i(t~+/3)+a). (4.21) 
So the results of Section 3 are not applicable. The undesired behavior is easily 
explained by the fact that even though birth and death rates an and/3n cancel in 
the mean they entail increasing oscillations with growing population size due to the 
immigration at a constant rate a. 
Now turn to the case a >/3 where the mean population size grows exponentially 
fast according to (4.19). Here the situation is more pleasant. First observe that 
Wt=e-~'tzt-a(1-e-~'t)-z, t>-O, (4.22) 
3' 
constitutes a zero-mean L2-bounded martingale whence by the martingale conver- 
gence theorem 
e-V'Z,-~ w+a+z a.s. and inL2,  as t-~oo 
3' 
for some square-integrable random variable W with mean EW= EWo=-a/3,. In 
(4.23) 
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particular, 
l og( i+Zt ) -T t -~ log(W+~+z)  a.s., as t->oo. (4.24) 
Note that this is a very strong limiting behavior which clearly remains true when 
replacing t by ~'(b) and letting b--> oo. A more careful analysis which will not be 
given here even yields that log(1 +Z,(b))- TT(b), b/>0 is u.i. implying 
T 
Let us look now at the discrete time case, more precisely at the process $~ = 
log(C + Z,~) for some C > 0. We will show in the following that SN is a SLGP if 
C is chosen sufficiently large. This is very plausible apriori from (4.24) since we infer 
n- - I s  n "> ~/e a.s., as n --> oo. (4.26) 
Clearly, 
X,, = log(C + Z, , ) - log(C + Z,(,_I)) = log 1 ¢ ~-'-+Z~-~_~ ] f.a. 
Hence we conclude from Jensen's inequality f.a. i t> 0 
E(X,,IZ,(,,_,)= i) ~< log(1 +(Mn(e)-i)/(C + i)) 
n>~l. 
= log( l+(~+/+~)(eV~- l ) )  by (4.19) 
~< log( l+ (1 +y)(eV~-1))  (4.27) 
proving the first part of (A.I'). Unfortunately, the second part is more difficult to 
verify. Using again the forward differential equations for {Po(t)}, one can easily 
derive f.a. t > 0 
C+j (C+j+I )  ~ log(-~-~)P~(t)=a Y. log jPo(t) j,o j~l C +j 
-/3 ~ log( C+j )jPe(t )
j~ l  \C+j -1  
+a~'.j~olOg~[C+j+l)pu(t 
>~j=~ 1o [C+j+I) 
(C+j)2 1)))jPo(t) -/3 l °g ( (c  + j -  1)(C + j+ 
/ \ C+I  
+a log ic ,  P,o(t). (4.28) 
\ c / 
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Next use the inequality x - X2/2 ~ log(1 + X) <~ X, X I> 9, which yields further 
( ( , , ) E log P,~(t)> ~ (ot-fl) s~>o i x C+j  2(C~-j)2 
flj ) [ C + l \ 
(C + j+ 1)(C + j -  1) Po(t)+ a log~----~JP~o(t) 
( t~-rJ C(C+j)flJ )P#(t) 
1>s.,~ (a - /3 )2 (~ ' , j )  
/C+1\  
+ a logk--~)P,o( t) 
>>" ~ Po(t)+alog Pio(t) 
2 C+ lj>__l 
>~min{( 'a-fl2 ~)/ (C+l ) ,a log( -~)}=:K  
(4.29) 
which is positive for sufficiently large C. Finally observe that 
Io E(X,,IZ~(,,_I,-i)= ~, log Po(e) X og( _-~---:~ I> - = 1 C+j P~(t)dt Ke. j>~o j~o \ C + i~ 
(4.30) 
Consequently, S~ satisfies (A.I') for a suitable C > 0. Next consider 
E(X21Ze(,_I) = i)= E(xEIZo = i) 
for i~>0, and let us write for short P~ instead of P(. IZo = i) and Ei for E(. IZo = i). 
It is readily seen that 
E~X~<~(Iog(C+i))2Pi{Z~i}+E~ log 1+ C+i ] =:Ai+B~. 
Since 
(4.31) 
Pi{Ze <-i} <~ Pi{(Ze - i  eV~)2 >~ i2(eV~ - 1) 2} 
<~(i(eV~-l))-EE~(Z~-ieV')2=O(i-~), by (4.19), (4.32) 
the A:s are uniformly bounded in i. As for Bi, we obtain 
B, < . (C + i)-2Ei(Z,- i)2 = (C + i)-2(Mi2(e)+ i2-2iM~(e))=O(1), 
(4.33) 
i.e. the B:s are also uniformly bounded in i. Hence C~-+ C2 <oo, implying in 
particular that X~, 9(2,... are LE-bounded and that (A.4a) of Lemma 1.1 is true 
with EZ p < oo f.a. p < 2. Now Lemma 1.1 yields (Sn- L,)/n--) 0 a.s. and, combined 
with (4.26), n-lL~-> ye a.s., i.e. (A.2). 
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Since (4.17) holds, one may further derive from the forward differential equations 
that for k 1> 3 
k-1  
n'yt Mik( t )= ik  ekyt+ ~. Cmnim e , t>0, (4.34) 
m,n ~0 
where Cm, =Cm,(k) are suitable real numbers. This may be used to show that 
C~+ Ck<OO f.a. k~ > 1. We omit the details. If we define now 
z~(b) = inf{n I> 1: Z~, > b} = inf{n >I 1: S, > log(C + b)} 
then the results of Section 3 are applicable yielding in particular 
E(S~.<b)-log b) =O(1), as b-->oo. (4.35) 
Finally, u.i. of log(C +Z~.<b)) -- yez~(b), b I> 0, the proof of which will not be given 
here, provides 
ET~(b)=(ye)  -~ log b+O(1),  as b-->oo, (4.36) 
which is slightly weaker than (4.25) in the continuous time case. 
4.4. The supercritical Galton- Watson branching process 
Let (Z,).~o be a supercritical Galton-Watson process, where Zo---z gives the 
number of progenitors and Z.+I the number of descendants of the n-th generation. 
It is furthermore assumed that each particle lives one unit of time producing offspring 
just before expiring, all according to the same probability law F, say, and independent 
of each other (of. e.g. K~rlin and Taylor (1975, Chapter 8)). Thus, given Z~ = i, 
Z.+I = V,,+1,1 +" • • + V,+l,i (4.37) 
with i.i.d.V.+I,~, •. . ,  V,+~,i, all distributed according to F. In the supercritical case 
F has mean y> 1, and we suppose further that it has also finite variance p2. For 
convenience let F (0 )= 0 so that extinction does not occur. Then one may easily 
show (of. Hall and Heyde (1980, p. 195)) that (y-"Z.).~o is a positive martingale, 
in particular, f.a. n I> 0, 
E(Z.+, I~n)=E(Z, ,+, IZ, , )= yZ,, a.s. and 
E((Z, ,+, -yZn)21Zn)=o2Z.  a s., (4.38) 
where ~r denotes the tr-field generated by Zo , . . . ,  Z.. Since EZ,, = ynEZo= y"z 
f.a. n ~> O, i.e. grows exponentially fast as in the previous example since 3' > 1, one 
may expect SN=IogZ~ to be a SLGP. As for (A.I'), we obtain for X .= 
log Z. - log  Z._I = log(Zn/Z,,_~): 
E(x,~lzn_,)<~log(Z~L,E(Z,,lz,,_,))=log T a.s., by(4.38), (4.39) 
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and conversely (C > 0) 
E(X,,IZ,,_I)=E(log(1-~ 
i> E( log(1 + 
z.-z,,_,~ 
C+Z,,_l/ 
E(Z.-Z._,Iz._,) E((Z.-Z._,)~Iz._,) 
C+Z,,-1 2(C+Z._ I )  2 
(7 -  1)Z,,-1 p2 (7 2 2 -1)  Z,,-1 
C + Z,,_I 2(C + Z,,_~) 2 2(C + Z,,_~) 2 
p2 (7 -  1)2z2'~ 
>~(C+z) -1 z(7-1) 2(C+z) "~C~)z)/ 
(4.40) 
by (4.38) 
=: K a.s. 
which is positive for sufficiently large C. Note that Z~ is non-decreasing because 
of F (0 )=0 which has been used in the first line of (4.40). Since (y-nZ,)n~0 is 
Ll-bounded, we infer from the martingale convergence theorem that 
y -nZ ,~Wa.s . ,  i .e.S, , -nlogy~logWa.s. ,  asn~oo,  (4.41) 
for some positive random variable W. This particularly implies n-~S,, ~ log y a.s., 
and one may show as in the previous example that (A.2) holds with 0 = log 3,. If F 
has finite moment of order 2+ 8 for some 8 > 0, then it is readily verified that 
+ 
C2+8 < ~ whence the results of Section 3 are applicable to the first passage time 
~-(b) = inf{n >/1: Z, > b} = inf{n/> 1: S, > log b} yielding 
E(S~(b)-log b)=O(1), as b~.  (4.42) 
Similar to the previous example, u.i. of S~(b) --"r(b) log 7, b I> 0, combined with (4.41) 
and (4.42) gives an expansion for E'r(b), namely 
Ez(b) =(log y)-~ log b+O(1), as b -~.  (4.43) 
We omit the details. 
These four examples are only a small sample from a great number of others 
arising in applied probability and statistics. Especially the field of population growth 
models should provide many further examples which may be handled with respect 
to the first passage problems. Moreover, one may consider sequential selection 
procedures (bandit problems) where reasonable strategies should also entail that 
the observed process (possibly after a transformation) is a LGP. However, checking 
of the assumptions often appears to be cumbersome as has been seen, for instance, 
in Example 4.3. Especially, a lower positive bound for the conditional means of 
the increments i often difficult to provide. This gives rise to the question whether 
one can weaken this condition although it was indispensable for our proofs of 
Section 2 and 3. In fact, it should be sufficient if such a lower bound can be given 
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only on events which become large very quickly with increasing time. Let us finally 
note that we did not provide any result on asymptotic normality for the considered 
stopping times or the stopped processes. Some related results, however, can be 
found in Alsmeyer (1987). 
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